
Materials Phase Data System (MPDS)
A Data-Centric Approach to Designing New Materials

At-a-Glance

MPDS1 is the online edition of the Linus Paul-
ing File (LPF), the most authoritative database
of property information for inorganic materials
available today. MPDS provides instant access
to a comprehensive repository of phase dia-
grams, crystal structures, physical properties,
and the corresponding literature references for
inorganic materials.

Key Benefits

• Inform project planning with thorough
account of chemical inventory

• Focus experiments through materials
screening, using a large number of design
options

• Develop concept-driven modelling strategies
based on phase data

• Customize data-centric solutions with the
MPDS Application Programming Interface
(API)

With MPDS, you can rapidly screen the known sci-
entific literature and a multitude of published prop-
erty information for any inorganic material. Save
hours of literature research, and avoid missing out
on available experimental data for your target ma-
terials. Directly import MPDS structures structure

1 MPDS is curated and maintained by Pierre Villars and
a leading team of experts in materials science and soft-
ware engineering.

data in MedeA®2, and use as starting point for sim-
ulations.

Specifications

MPDS contains

• more than 390,000 crystal structures
• about 60,000 phase diagrams
• more than 800,000 values of properties

All MPDS data comes with references to over
267,000 scientific publications, a number which is
growing constantly as the database is extended on
an ongoing basis.

‘Holistic view: The whole is greater than
the sum of its parts.’

-Pierre Villars

Key Features

• Peer-reviewed materials properties
• Data generation using sophisticated machine

learning algorithm
• Continuous database updates
• Quick, efficient structure retrieval using an

intuitive query language
• Application Programming Interface (API)
• Simple integration with the MedeA atomistic

simulation environment
2 MedeA and Materials Design are registered trademarks of
Materials Design, Inc.
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Properties

• Phase data - peritectic & peritectoid formation,
transition temperatures & pressures,
decomposition

• Optical - luminescence, phonons, refractive
indices, optical conductivities & absorption,
plasma frequencies

• Magnetic - Curie-Weiss paramagnetism,
magnetic hysteresis, magnetization, magnetic
transitions, crystal electric field effects, magnetic
susceptibility, Moessbauer spectra,
spin-fluctuation, magnetic anisotropy, exchange
field

• Superconductivity - transition temperature,
critical magnetic fields, energy gaps

• Electronic and electrical - permittivity,
conductivity or resistivity, effective mass,
ferroelectric hysteresis, electric polarization,
piezoelectricity, valence or charge transfer,

electronic energy gap, charge carrier
concentration & mobility, ferroelectric transitions,
residual resistivity, activation energy

• Thermal and thermodynamic - thermoelectric
power, thermal conductivity, enthalpy or energy,
heat capacity coefficients, thermal expansion,
enthalpy change at phase transition, heat
capacity discontinuity, entropy change at phase
transition, volume change at phase transition,
heat capacity, entropies

• Mechanical - magnetostriction, ferroelasticity,
elastic moduli, elasticity, sound velocity,
compressibility, hardness

Recommended Modules

• MedeA Environment
• MedeA COD
• MedeA ICSD
• MedeA NCD
• MedeA VASP 5
• MedeA HT-Launchpad

Find Out More

MPDS is available exclusively from Materials De-
sign, and both individual and departmental li-
censes are available.

Learn more about how MPDS can help you in your
work, and about the capabilities of the different
Databases, Builders, Compute Engines, Property
Modules, and Analysis Tools.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/materials-design/
https://twitter.com/MedeAsoftware
https://www.youtube.com/user/MaterialsDesign/playlists
https://www.facebook.com/MaterialsDesignInc/
https://www.materialsdesign.com/
https://www.materialsdesign.com/databases
https://www.materialsdesign.com/builders
https://www.materialsdesign.com/compute-engines
https://www.materialsdesign.com/property-modules
https://www.materialsdesign.com/property-modules
https://www.materialsdesign.com/analysis-tools
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